
U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  D U R H A M

TEACHING AND LEARNING COMMITTEE

11 October 2001

Present:   Professor A Bilsborough (Chairman), Dr G N Bromiley, Professor B S Gower,
Professor H J Harris Mr A J Heesom, Mrs A MacNamara, Professor P D Manning, Professor
E Meyer, Dr K J Orford, Dr C Peirce, Ms H Richardson, Dr B Watson with Ms B
Ollerenshaw (Secretary). 

MINUTES

1. MEMBERSHIP AND TERMS OF REFERENCE

Received:

(a) the Standing Orders of TLC;
Document TLC/01/01 – filed with the Minutes

(b) the membership of TLC for 2001/02;
Document TLC/01/02 – filed with the Minutes

Welcomed:  new members of TLC;

Noted:  the thanks of the Committee to Professor Harding for acting as the Social
Sciences representative during Professor Harris’ research leave.

2. MINUTES

Confirmed:

(a) the Minutes of the meeting held on 2 July 2001;
Document TLC/01/03 - filed with the Minutes

(b) the Report to Senate from the meeting held on 2 July 2001.
Document TLC/01/04 - filed with the Minutes

3. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES

(a) Excellence in Teaching and Learning Awards (Minute 175(a)

(i) Guidelines on Student Questionnaires

Considered:

(A) amendments to the Teaching and Learning Handbook entry
on module questionnaires to meet the request of the panel
making the awards for Excellence in Teaching and Learning
that feedback from student questionnaires be available to
support applications for such awards, and the concern of
TLC that staff should see the full responses from students
regarding their modules;

Document TLC/01/05 - filed with the Minutes
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(B) whether to review the guidance given to departments
regarding the wording of feedback questionnaires in the light
of the information given by Professor Malcolm Eley of
Monash University at his seminar on 18 September.  This
related to the need to ensure that the questions asked reflect
good practice in teaching and learning and are as
unambiguous as possible;

Noted:

(A) that the guidelines did not prevent wider dissemination of
summaries of questionnaire feedback, for example on
websites, and it was good practice to make such information
available to students and colleagues,  However, this was not
a requirement and the guidelines made proper provision to
protect the confidentiality of the information;

(B) that the questionnaires in use at Monash University covered
individual teaching whereas the questionnaires used at
Durham reviewed the module as a whole.  However, the
principles of the Monash questionnaires could be applied to
module questionnaires;

(C) that there were examples of unfocused questions and of
questionnaires which were misunderstood by students at
Durham and none of the Durham questionnaires had been
subjected to any psychometric analysis;

(D) that the Postgraduate Certificate in Higher Education would
include more work on questionnaire design and use and the
relevant sessions could be made more widely available;

(E) that a model questionnaire might be helpful to departments
and that this could be piloted with the Postgraduate
Certificate students;

Agreed:

(A) that the revisions to the guidelines in the Teaching and
Learning Handbook be approved;

(B) that Professor Meyer consider preparation of a model
questionnaire to reflect good practice in teaching and in
questionnaire design;

(ii) National Teaching Fellowship Scheme

Reported:  that the ILT had confirmed that it had been asked to
manage a further round of the NTFS in 2001/02 (details would
follow in October 2001);

(b) Equal Opportunities in Teaching and Learning (Minute 175)

Considered:

(i) a revised document;
Document TLC/01/06 - filed with the Minutes
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(ii) progressing this via discussions with the Academic Registrar on the
implementation of the Code of Practice on Students with Disabilities;

Noted:

(i) that severely dyslexic students might well not achieve the learning
outcomes of programmes which required good written
communication skills;

(ii) that since good A Level grades could be achieved by severely
dyslexic students,  the academic criteria for admission did not take
dyslexia into account;

(iii) that the provision of support frequently devolved to the individual
lecturer who had neither the time nor the training to provide it;

(iv) that alternative provision for students with other forms of disability
worked well:  for example concessions were granted to physically
disabled students to achieve by other means the learning outcomes
associated with fieldwork;

(v) that any equal opportunities provision was in practice subject to the
availability of resources;

Agreed:  that the document be revised by a sub-group consisting of the Deans
and Professor Harris before being progressed with the Academic Registrar;

(Action: BO)

(c) Working Group on APL (Minute 180)

Reported:  that in progressing the implementation of report of the Working
Group on APL, it had become necessary to amend two of the
recommendations, as follows:

(i) anonymous consideration of applications for APL was not feasible
since the documentation submitted as evidence was only valid if it
was clearly identified with the applicant;

(ii) a separate appeals process was not required since APL is not a right.
The usual complaints channels could be used if necessary;

These changes had been made in email consultation with the members of the
Working Group.

(d) Course Review Advisory Meeting (Minute 185)

Reported:

(i) that the final meeting of CRAM had left minor issues in respect of
the Faculty Reviews for Sociology and Community and Youth Work
to be resolved by Chairman’s action;

(ii) that the outstanding points in relation to the Faculty Review of
Sociology and Social Policy held in February 2000 had been resolved
and the review was therefore satisfactorily completed;

(e) New Programme Approval (Minute 188)

Reported:
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(i) that the School of Education had agreed to drop QTS from the title of
the new BA(Ed) Honours degree and to clarify in the regulations the
requirement that students also take the QTS programme.  This would

make clearer the fact that the BA can be awarded, where appropriate,
without QTS, but would not lead students to assume that they could
register for the BA without the QTS element;

(ii) that the revised regulations were approved by the Chairman for
transmission to Senate (Copies are available from the Secretary on
request);

(f) TLC Membership (Minute 182)

Reported:

(i) that Anne MacNamara has kindly agreed to take the TLC brief for
oversight of part-time provision;

(ii) that Dr Barbara Watson has agreed to serve as a member of the TLC
Strategy Sub-Committee for three years;

(iii) that Mr Alan Heesom has agreed to serve as Chairman of the
Validation Sub-Committee for the academic year 2001/02 to relieve
Professor Gower in the light of his other very heavy commitments.

4. MATTERS OF REPORT

None reported.

5. CHAIRMAN’S BUSINESS

(a) Chairman’s Action

Reported:  that the Chairman had taken action on behalf of TLC to approve:

(i) on the recommendation of the TLC validation panel, the introduction
of a BA in Education Studies with named supporting subjects (ie
Education Studies – History/Geography/Music/English/Biological
Sciences) for introduction in October 2002;

(ii) late changes to regulations as approved by the Deans of the relevant
faculties;

Document TLC/01/07 - filed with the Minutes

(iii) on the recommendation of the TLC validation panel, the details of the
Durham Award so that the key skills award could be made to
students with effect from October 2002.  This validation applied to
the pilot scheme only;

(iv) the withdrawal of the BA in Sociology and Social Policy with effect
from October 2002;

(v) the withdrawal of the BA in Finance with a Modern European
Language so that no students would be admitted from October 2002;

(b) Certificate in Arabic and Arab Studies

Considered:  a request from the Director of IMEIS that with effect from
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summer 2002 the Institute be allowed to take over academic oversight of the
Certificate in Arabic and Arab Studies within the Schools’ Arabic Project
previously run by the Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate;

Document TLC/01/07(a) – tabled and filed with the Minutes

Noted:

(i) that this would associate the name of the University with the
qualification which would have benefits for recruitment.  There was
no teaching commitment:  the oversight was limited to the
examination process;

(ii) that the financial implications were to be discussed by RPG.  TLC
and Senate were being asked to approve the use of the University’s
name in this context on academic grounds;

Recommended:  that Senate approve the transfer of the Certificate to
Durham for an initial two-year period.

6. QAA METHODOLOGY FROM JANUARY 2002

Reported:

(a) that following concerns within the sector that the proposed QAA
methodology would not produce the expected ‘lighter touch’, a new process
had been proposed;

(b) that this process was based on Institutional Review with reviews of subject
areas conducted to test the operation of institutional procedures and to trail
suspected areas of strength and weakness;

Received:

(a) the consultation document, HEFCE 01/45;
Document TLC/01/08 – filed with the Minutes

(b) a memo sent to all departments by the Senior Assistant Registrar explaining
the issues involved and giving advice on immediate action;

Document TLC/01/09 – filed with the Minutes

(c) a response to the consultation agreed by the Chairman of TLC, Deans,
Academic Registrar and Senior Assistant Registrar;

Document TLC/01/010 – filed with the Minutes

Considered:

(a) a proposal that SEDs be removed from the documentation required for
University Review with immediate effect;

Document TLC/01/10(a) – filed with the Minutes

(b) whether TLC had any further comments or wished to amend the advice given
to the departments in Document TLC/01/09 above;

Noted:

(a) the difficulty of advising departments originally scheduled for QAA reviews
in 2002 about their preparations.  If the consultation document
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was rejected these reviews could be reinstated in September 2002; if it was
accepted they would not proceed;

(b) that arrangements had been made with the departments concerned (History,
Engineering, English and Geography) to put drafting of their SEDs on hold
but to progress the development of programme specifications which would
continue to be required;

(c) that the departments concerned were still collecting student work for their
possible reviews.  This probably needed to continue in case the reviews were
reinstated.  In the longer term TLC would need to review the requirements
for the retention of student work in the light of changes to the QAA process.
However, it was likely that the requirement currently under discussion (to
retain all work for a year in case of appeals and to make available to review
teams a sample of summative and formative work collected in the year prior
to the review) would be satisfactory;

Agreed:  to approve the draft response to the QAA consultation paper;

Recommended:  that Senate approve the withdrawal of the SED from the University
Review process with immediate effect.

7. TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES

Received:  notes of the TLC Away-Day held on 17 July 2001;
Document TLC/01/11 – filed with the Minutes

Reported:  that the Staff Development Officer was arranging sessions for departments
on the development of teaching and learning strategies;

Considered:  how TLC wished to progress the development of teaching and learning
strategies at departmental level;

Noted:

(a) that some departments were actively seeking help in writing teaching and
learning strategies and the Chairman of TLC had provided the Staff
Development Officer with a memo commending the workshops to Chairmen
of Boards of Studies;

(b) that the interaction between strategy and available resource was often
problematic.  The difficulty of implementing a strategy could discourage
departments from preparing one;

(c) that Institutional Review would be most likely to explore how well-informed
the University was about activities within individual Boards of Studies, as
concerns had been raised about this in the Continuation Audit report.
Strategic plans could help to provide this information;

(d) that teaching and learning strategies could help inform decisions by the
Learning Technologies Team about the deployment of their resources;

(e) that it would be most helpful to departments to share good practice;

Agreed:  that Deans promote the development of teaching and learning strategies
through Faculty TLC and Planning Committees.

(Action: All Deans)
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8. WIDENING PARTICIPATION STRATEGY

Received:  the University’s Widening Participation Strategy.
Document TLC/01/12 – filed with the Minutes

9. EXIT QUALIFICATION FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS

Considered:  a recommendation from the Academic Registrar that Durham MBBS
Phase I students be registered for a Diploma in Medical Studies which would be
available to them as an exit qualification at the end of their study at Durham;

Document TLC/01/13 – filed with the Minutes

Recommended:  that Senate approve the Diploma with immediate effect to be
available to MBBS students registered from October 2001.

10. INTERCALATED YEARS OR TERMS ABROAD

Reported:  that TLC had been asked to consider issues relating to the management of
intercalated years or terms abroad in the light of the report on the Structure of the
Academic Year (Minute 181 of TLC 2 July 2001 refers);

Received:

(a) details of current practice supplied by the International Office;
Document TLC/01/14 – filed with the Minutes

(b) details of practice in the faculties supplied by the Deans:

(i) Arts;
Document TLC/01/15 – filed with the Minutes

(ii) Science;
Document TLC/01/16 – filed with the Minutes

(iii) Social Sciences;
Document TLC/01/17 – filed with the Minutes

Noted:

(a) that Durham departments had already made arrangements for half-year
exchanges within a three-term structure.  Stockton had made use of the
semester structure which would now cease.  However, the Michaelmas Term
would be increased to 10 weeks which would allow an exchange period
broadly comparable with the teaching period of a semester;

(b) concern about the assurance of quality at exchange partner institutions;

(c) that discussions were being held with the International Office regarding the
quality assurance of ‘years abroad’ and exchanges;

(d) that it was important not to discourage participation in exchange agreements
because of the demands of quality assurance.  Durham had a good record of
maintaining a balance between incoming and outgoing students.
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However, there were risks associated with exchanges and it was essential to
have clear mechanisms in the event of difficulties arising;

(e) that the quality assurance requirements were much more important where the
year abroad replaced a year of study at Durham than when it was additional
and assessed on a pass/fail basis;

Agreed:  that no further action needed to be taken in respect of arrangements for
exchanges following the restructuring of the academic year.

11. STUDENTS UNDERTAKING PAID EMPLOYMENT

Reported:

(a) that full-time students were increasingly seeking paid employment to support
themselves financially during term-time;

(b) that some of them sought employment in the University, for example doing
cleaning work.  It was common practice in some universities to offer such
jobs to students in order to support them and to avoid their taking less
regulated work.  However the Deputy Director of Personnel would not wish
to do this in the absence of guidelines about the number of hours a student
may work, in case the University might be held liable for a student’s poor
progress if he/she was working unreasonable hours;

(c) that no national guidelines existed for undergraduates (unlike the Research
Council rules governing postgraduates undertaking teaching);

Considered:

(a) whether TLC would wish to encourage the Personnel Section to make such
work available to students;

(b) what number of hours per week it might be reasonable for a student to work
without jeopardising his/her studies;

Noted:

(a) that it was essential for many students to support themselves financially by
undertaking paid work during term time;

(a) that the ‘Job Shop’ suggested that students could undertake up to 15 hours’
work per week without jeopardising their studies.  Some students did up to 30
hours’ work;

(b) that the risk to their studies depended in part on the timing of the work as
well as the number of hours:  office hours were more difficult to
accommodate than early morning or evening hours;

(c) that the request from Personnel and any recommendation TLC might make
did not constitute a prohibition on students working for longer hours, nor did
it have any implications for guidelines issued by the ‘Job Shop’.  However, if
the University was to employ students itself, it had a moral obligation to
ensure that they were not being employed for a length of time which might
jeopardise their studies. Longer hours of paid work undertaken outside
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the University would be entirely the responsibility of the student;

(d) that Research Councils allowed postgraduates to undertake 6 hours per week
of teaching;

(e) that the SLAT hours for undergraduates suggested that students should work
40-50 hours per week in term-time assuming that they did not study during
the vacation. (Total SLAT hours = 1200 per year; based on 30-week
academic year = 40 hours per week; based on 24-week academic year
(excluding exam period) = 50 hours per week);

(f) that a 40-50 hour study week would leave time for students to undertake the
equivalent of one day’s paid work per week without jeopardising their
studies;

Agreed:  that TLC recommend that the University be willing to employ students for
up to 7 hours per week on the understanding that each student would be individually
responsible for satisfactorily balancing his/her academic and employment
commitments.

12. IRREGULARITIES IN ASSESSMENT

Reported:

(a) that in discussing the QAA Code of Practice on Assessment Deans expressed
concern about the current procedures for dealing with plagiarism (which
would now also cover collusion).  They felt that suspected plagiarism was
often handled at a departmental level because of the severity of the penalties
at the disposal of Senate Disciplinary Committee and that this resulted in
over-lenient treatment of offenders (Minute 129 of TLC 1 May 2001 refers).
Deans agreed to obtain more detailed information on current practice which
was discussed at a meeting held in September;

(b) that in discussion between the Head of the Student Planning and Assessment
Office and the Head of the Undergraduate Section it became clear that similar
problems were being encountered with regard to cheating in examinations.
The previous procedure was for suspects to be met from the examination by
the Examinations Officer and taken to the Registrar’s Office where the
alleged offence would be discussed.  The invigilator and representatives of
the student’s college and department would be present.  Increasingly,
however, suspected cheats were being taken back to their department for the
allegation to be explored further;

Considered:

(a) recommendations from the meeting of Deans on revisions to the procedures
for dealing with plagiarism and collusion;

Document TLC/01/19 – filed with the Minutes

(b) a request from the Head of SPA that TLC clarify the procedure for dealing
with cheating in examinations;

Noted:

(a) that in addition to requiring students to sign a cover sheet indicating that they
understood the University regulations about plagiarism and that the work was
their own, it was important to reinforce in teaching what constituted
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plagiarism and collusion and to demonstrate good academic practice;

(b) that many instances of plagiarism were cases of deliberate cheating;

(c) that some cases of plagiarism could be avoided by helping students to
understand the value of the exercise to their studies and by changing the
assignments each year so that work could not be plagiarised from students in
previous years;

(d) that Dr Watson had attended to a JISC workshop in plagiarism.  This had
reinforced the need to address the problem by a range of different
approaches.  There were plans to establish a national web-based resource
showing examples of good and bad practice;

(e) that there remained concern that departments were applying the rules
inconsistently and were deducting only a percentage of the marks even where
a student had admitted deliberate cheating.  Some departments seemed to
regard it as sufficient punishment for a student to undergo an enquiry;

(f) that advice from the central administration was probably the only way to
ensure consistency of treatment by departmental panels, but it was not
realistic for these panels to be serviced by the central administration;

(g) that guidelines could be given to ensure that plagiarism panels asked certain
essential questions and minuted their meetings fully;

Agreed:

(a) that the amendment to the Teaching and Learning Handbook be approved;

(b) that Deans be consulted about possible guidelines for plagiarism panels;

(c) that the original procedure for dealing with cheating in examinations be
affirmed;

(d) that Faculty TLCs be asked to discuss means of making students aware of
good and bad practice;

Recommended:  that Senate approve the amendment to General Regulations Section
VIII(D) defining plagiarism.

13. CONCESSIONS REPORTS

Reported:

(a) that Deans had expressed concern about the number of students seeking
permission at the time of the summer exams to withdraw from their studies
for a year and/or to repeat a year and/or to change department.  In some cases
it appeared that students had been led to believe that the granting of a
concession would be a formality (Minute 149(c) of TLC 31 May 2001
refers);

(b) that this was considered further at a meeting of the Deans held in September;

Considered:  proposals from that meeting;
Document TLC/01/20 – filed with the Minutes

Noted:
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(a) that students who had not been put on a Keeping of Term warning were
assumed to be fit to undertake their studies.  Concessions requested
immediately before the examination period should therefore permit students
only to withdraw and return for the Easter Term of the following year to take
their exams. They should not seek permission to repeat the whole year –
covering a period in which the student had apparently been fit to study;

(b) that colleges and departments should be reminded that the Keeping of Term
process should be used for any student failing to meet academic
commitments.  This could be where personal circumstances required a
supportive approach as well as for disciplinary reasons, and it was important
that the Keeping of Term procedures should not be viewed as solely a
punitive measure;

Agreed:

(a) that the revised concession form be approved with one further minor
amendment;

(b) that a draft memo to colleges and departments outlining the concerns and
views of TLC be sent to Deans for comment;

(c) that subject to this the recommendations be approved.
(Action: BO)

14. ANONYMOUS MARKING OF STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES

Reported:

(a) that the Director of DUSSD had asked TLC to consider flagging the scripts of
dyslexic students so that their disability could be taken into account by
markers (Minute 158 of TLC 31 May 2001 refers);

(b) that TLC had been uneasy about this because disabled students are given
additional time or other support during examinations and thereafter treated in
the same way as other students.  To mark the work of dyslexic students
differently from that of others would ‘double-count’ their disability and be
inequitable in respect of students with other forms of disability.  Disabled
students could in addition bring their circumstances to the attention of the
Board of Examiners if they so chose;

(c) that TLC had asked for further information on practice elsewhere;

Received:

(a) information on practice elsewhere obtained by the Secretary via the
administrators’ mailbase;

Document TLC/01/21 – filed with the Minutes

(b) a response to a request for information on practice elsewhere supplied by the
Director of DUSSD;

Document TLC/01/22 – filed with the Minutes

Considered:  any changes to the policy on the assessment of students with dyslexia;

Noted:
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(a) that Dr Collins’ paper raised concern that the Disability Discrimination Act
required the University to pass information about a disability to all those who
might need to know, including Boards of Examiners.  This however would
contravene the confidentiality of the Counselling Service and the
requirements of the Data Protection Act;

(b) that the proposal (Minute 13 above, recommendation 3) that students using
support services be advised that information would not be passed on might
help to address this problem.  Dr Collins had indicated to the Secretary that
she would support this approach;

(c) that DSU was also concerned to emphasise to students that they needed to
pass relevant information to the Board of Examiners even if they had
discussed their situation with a support service;

(d) that the use of a sticker to identify dyslexic students was problematic.
Dyslexia varied significantly in its seriousness and its effects, and a sticker
could not summarise a complex dyslexia assessment report.  This would
make it impossible for examiners to know how to compensate the student
during marking;

(e) that the use of a sticker could raise questions about prejudice in marking and
undermine anonymity;

(f) that the Board of Examiners would make more consistent judgements about
adjustments to the assessment of dyslexic students than individual markers
would and their decisions would be more easily audited;

Agreed:  that the request to identify the work of dyslexic students with stickers be not
approved.

15. DUSSD REVIEW OF EXAMINATION ARRANGMENTS FOR STUDENTS
WITH DISABILITIES, SUMMER 2001

Received:

(a) a report from the Director of DUSSD on the examination arrangements for
students with disabilities in the Summer of 2001;

Document TLC/01/23 – filed with the Minutes

(b) that the report raised one issue of principle (regarding the anonymous
marking of dyslexic students, discussed in item 14 above). Other issues were
procedural and the paper had therefore been passed on to the Student
Planning and Assessment Office;

Noted:  that the process had operated very smoothly and that all involved should be
thanked for this.

16. SOCIAL SCIENCES QA PANEL

Received:  the Minutes of the meeting of the Social Sciences QA panel held on 11
June 2001.

Document TLC/01/24 – filed with the Minutes

17. DURHAM AWARD

Received:  the Minutes of the Management Committee for the Durham Award held
on 31 May 2001.

Document TLC/01/25 – filed with the Minutes
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Reported:  that the Secretary had queried the statement in Minute 18.5 that ‘the
evaluation of the pilot was primarily for the Committee’s own benefit and should
therefore be less formal and more qualitative’.  She had pointed out that since the
project was funded with HEFCE TQEF money there did need to be a formal
evaluation which could be considered by TLC and its Strategy Sub-Committee.  The
validation panel had also made recommendations about points which should be
considered in the evaluation.  The Secretary had asked Dr McComb to ensure that
these points were addressed and that an appropriate report was produced.

18. QAA REPORT ON POLITICS

Reported:  that, following the University’s complaints about the QAA report on the
Department of Politics, a revised report had been received.  This did not address the
University’s fundamental concern that the review team had misrepresented and
consequently misjudged the Department’s provision of key skills which had led to the
loss of a point for Curriculum Design, Content and Organisation;

Received:  a further letter of complaint sent to the QAA.
Document TLC/01/26 – filed with the Minutes

19. MEMBERSHIP OF TLC SUB-COMMITTEES

Received:  membership of the following TLC Sub-Committees:

(a) Arts Faculty TLC Sub-Committee;
Document TLC/01/27 – filed with the Minutes

(b) Social Sciences Faculty TLC Sub-Committee;
Document TLC/01/28 – filed with the Minutes

(c) Science Faculty TLC Sub-Committee;
Document TLC/01/29 – filed with the Minutes

(d) Health, Medicine and Environment Faculty TLC Sub-Committee;
Document TLC/01/30 – filed with the Minutes

(e) Validation Sub-Committee;
Document TLC/01/31 – filed with the Minutes

(f) Strategy Sub-Committee.
Document TLC/01/32 – filed with the Minutes

Noted:

(a) that the representative of the Department of Mathematics on the Science
Faculty TLC would be Dr P Craig;

(b) that the Chairman of TLC was in discussion with the relevant Deans about
the approval of membership of colleagues who did not undertake significant
amounts of teaching;

(c) that Mr Heesom would chair the Validation Sub-Committee and Dr Watson
serve on the TLC Strategy Sub-Committee (cf. Minute 3(f) above).
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20. QAA CODE OF PRACTICE

Reported:  that the QAA Code of Practice on Placement Learning had been received
and was on the QAA website. It would be addressed by a working group whose
membership was currently under discussion with the Academic Registrar.

(Secretary’s Note:  the membership of the working group is to be:  Dr G Bromiley
(Chairman) with representatives from SMEL, DEAS, Engineering, Biological
Sciences and the International Office and the Head of the Undergraduate Office.)

21. SPORTING CONCESSIONS, 2000/01

Received:  a summary of concessions given in respect of sporting commitments
during 2000/01 prepared by the Director of Sport.

Document TLC/01/33 – filed with the Minutes

22. UNIVERSITY REVIEW

Reported:

(a) that University Reviews were being arranged for 2001/02 in accordance with
the schedule previously approved by TLC except that far-reaching
discussions were taking place regarding the future of the BA in European
Studies.  This meant that there would be no intake to the programme as
currently established from October 2002;

(b) that the programme was reviewed in 1999 but that it had been decided to
review it again under the new procedures. Deferral of the review would
therefore not leave the programme without an internal review for more than
the agreed 6-year period;

Considered:  a proposal which had the support of the Director of the European
Studies programme that the University Review be postponed and appropriate
arrangements made for the quality assurance of the programme once its future was
known;

Agreed:  that the University Review be deferred.

23. DATES OF TLC MEETINGS IN 2001/02

Reported:  that the following dates had been confirmed:

Tuesday 9 October 2001 2.15pm Committee Room 1
Tuesday 13 November 2001 9.15am Council Room
Friday 11 January 2002 2.15pm Committee Room 1
Thursday 14 February 2002 9.15am Council Room
Tuesday 19 March 2002 2.15pm Council Room
Tuesday 30 April 2002 9.15am Council Room
Monday 27 May 2002 2.15pm Council Room
Monday 1 July 2002 9.15am Council Room
Tuesday 8 October 2002 2.15pm Committee Room 1
Tuesday 12 November 2002 9.15am Council Room

24. ITEMS FOR FUTURE DISCUSSION

(a) Part-Time degrees: monitor recruitment (Minute 153(a), 31 May 2001);
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(b) Classification of degrees including a year abroad (Minute 159, 31 May 2001)
– review in light of experience;

(c) Retention of Student Work – discuss further in the light of amendments and
comments from GSC (Minute 198,2 July 2001).


